
Abstract 

A Single-cavity buncher has been developed that 
resonates at both the fundamental and twice the funda- 
mental frequency to form a more nearly ideal bunching 
voltage waveform in the gap. The cavity utilizes the 
TMo20-like mode as the first harmonic of the funda- 
mental TM010-like mode. Field distributions on or ne,lr 
the axis, which are seen by the beam, are essentially 
identical for the two modes. Many beam bunching ap- 
plications require two bunchers with the harmonic 
buncher being physically as close as possible to the 
fundamental frequency buncher - the buncher described 
here accomplishes this property with a single cavitv 
and excitation of two modes. Calculated parameters for 
cavity designs with a fundamental frequency’ of 0.45 GHz 
are presented for different cavity lengths which repre- 
sent a range of interest for accelerators and rf tubes. 
Means of tuning and fabrication are described. A 
geometry chosen for PIGMI is described in more detail. 

Introduction --- 

Many types of bunching systems are used between a 
dc source of charged particles and a system of rf 
cavities that accelerates or decelerates the bunched 
particle beam. lisual practice is to impart a small 
time-varying energy difference to the monoenergetic dc 
beam followed by a drift of the beam until the more 
energetic particles catch up with the less energetic 
particles - hence bunching action. The bunching system 
provides a reasonable interface between the dc source 
and the rf fields of the following rf cavity structure. 

Some bunching systems employ two bunchers - the 
second at a harmonic of the first. In many instances 

it is advantageous to have the distance between the 
fundamental and the harmonic bunching cavity as small 
as possible. This paper discusses a novel way to 

minimize this separation - having the two frequencies 

excited in a single cavity. 

A family of buncher geometries has been determined 
using the computer code SUPERFISH.’ The family can be 
used to select a single-cavity buncher design that 
requires specific relationships between the two modes. 
The fundamental mode is the usual TMOIO-like mode 
employed in accelerating structures, and the harmonic 
at twice the fundamental frequency is TMol0-like. 
Electric field distributions in the region occupied by 
beam are essentiallv identical for both modes. 

Cavity Geometry 

The ratio of the TM020 and TM01 0 mode frequencies 
in a right circular cylinder is 2.3. Only small 
changes in the geometry should be required to make this 
ratio exactly two, However, for the buncher cavity to 
have a reasonably high effective shunt impedance, ZT2, 
and to be of suitable length, a drift tube nose is re- 
quired close to the beam axis. After studying various 
geometries, the one shown in Fig. 1 was selected. The 
radius at which the outer protrusion (with gap 82) ends 
was found optimum at 0.6 RC. This radius produces a 
maximum frequency shift as a function of g:, for the 
TQ20-like mode while the MO 1 o-like mode experiences 
an almost maximum frequency shift of the opposite sign. 
A 30” drift tube nose was selected to improve rf effi- 
ciency. 2 For a 0.45 - 0.9 GHz cavity, K1 was 0.15 cm. 

Calculations with a representative cavity gave the 
following fractional frequency shifts of the (TMo~o, 
‘TNo,,) modes for the variables shown in Fig. 1. 

;L,; = (-0.2, 0.1) ; $f,!; = (-],-I) 

(: 

;q- = (0.1,O.l) ; yy- = (-0.1,~0.3) 

For half-cavity length, I,, with beam bore hole, 
ii 
fiH 

, and gap, gl , changes to the outer cavity radius, 

T> I, 
and g? produce the required resonance condi t ions. 

Calculations ___-.-____-- ___ 

‘Tables 1 to 4 summarize some of the calculated 
results for different buncher geometries, A Large 
r,inge of geometries can be selectrd for the electron 
bean1 case, whereas choices are limited for low beta 
proton beams. Large L geometries do not h;jve transit 
time factors listed for low beta proton beams because 
rf fields change sign as the proton beam traverses the 
cavity. Small R and L are desirable for low beta 
proton beams. D!!fferent ratios of ZT2 between the 
TM 010-like and TMo:!o--like mode can be selected for 
different applications by inspection of the tables. 

and 0. 741 were determined using the calculated on-axis 
electric field distribution. ZT? for il particular 
velocity particle can be determined using the sixth 
last column with a transit time factor, T, from one of 
the last four columns. For example, to impart 16 keV 
at 0.2 GHz and 4 keV at 0.4 GHz ta a 750 keV dc proton 
beam, peak powers of 319 and 29 watts, respectively, 
are required for a buncher with dimensions scaled from 
those given for L = 2 cm, RH = 0.25 cm and g1 = 0.08 cm 
in Table 3. The buncher would have a 1 .I 3 cm beam bore 
hole diameter and would bc 114 cm in ovclrnll diameter. 

KC and gz/L are plotted as ‘3 function of gl/L in 
Fig. 2 for various L and RH combinations of an 0.45 - 
0.9 GHz buncher, Figure 2 can be used to specify geom- 
etries not listed in the table by interpolation between 
the curves. A survey calculation showed that an 
axially symmetric mode at three times or at four times 
the fundamental frequency could not be excited for the 
geometries studied, henre these geometries are limited 
to double frequency operation. Electric field distri- 
butions for the TM0 10 and TM020 modes of an L = 8 cm, 
RH = 1 cm and gI = 2 cm cnvi ty are shown in Fig. 3, 

While converging to the geometry with desired 
Frequencies by adjusting g2 and R for subsequent 
SUPERFISH calculations, fractiona 4: frequency shifts 

Ag2 and 
y/i:, 

ARC were (-0.221, 0.0817) and (-0.939, 
+ 

KC 
-0.879), respectively, for the (TEIQIQ, Tbt023) o#ltles. 
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I’IGFII Buncher ------ --_ 

A doubl c-frequency aluIninum bunchcr has been built 
for a Pion Generator for Medical Irradiation, PIGMI,3 
bein!: prototyl,ed at L&L, using a geometry similar to 
that given in ‘Table 3. Figure 4 illustrates the 
geonictrv selcc ted and f iel.d distributions for the two 
modes. i’hc buncher is symmetrically loaded near the 
axis with a pair of 45” conical nose cones, instead of 
30” shown in I?c,. 1. The buncher, which has been 
built , tuned ,lnd mounted 011 the PIWI beam line, was 
designed to bunch a 250 keV proton beam in an 80 cm 
drift distance. ‘rhi s requirement corresponds t n a pc:lk 
energy h:ain ol’ 3.2 keV from the fundamental mode and 
0. 8 ktll’ from the h,ir-manic mode. Il’ith proper phasing 
between the twil modes, tile resultant rf wave will be 
almost 1 inecir over 220 degrees of phase space. Table 5 

1 is ts rclevnnt parameters for the PIG111 buncher, 
Transit time factors were evaluated using the on-axis 
electric field distribution. Averat:c rf powers were 
based OII one percent duty factor. 

‘l’he buncher design shown in Fig. 4 incorporated a 
pair of vdncs for Cine tuning. fhch 2 cm wide vane is 
mounred 011 a rcldial rod that can be rotated for tuning 
purposes - the two vanes are strategically located to 
pertur1-i thr two modes differently. The lower or inner 
v<in< is ci:ntered at the TM020-like mode electric field 
minimum. Rotation of this vane out of the buncher 
plane r;lisclh the ‘l?l0~~-like mode fr~~qucncy and lowers 
the 7Etn 1 a-like mode frequency. The upper or outer vane 
is located to h<ivc virtually no effcact on the TMo20- 
like mode f req:lrncy. Kot‘ition of this vdiie out of the 
buncher pl,ine increases the TM0 10-1 ike mode frequency. 

Perturbations from the vanes wert’ studied using SUPER- 
FISH - the mid-range position is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
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Discussion and Conclusions ----___-- ----~-.- 

A family of geometries has been determined for 
single-cavity double-frequency bunchers, Based on par- 
ticular applications the data presented can be used to 
select an optimum geometry. Having two modes excited 
in the same cavity with virtually identical rf fields 
in the beam bore hole is a novel method for producing a 
double bunching scheme. Besides saving space on the 
beam line, the single cavity reduces fabrication. 

A single-cavity double-frecjucn~y buncher has been 
built for PICXI. Performance of the buncher with beam 
and high power rf will be determined shortly. Since 
the cavity can be excited exactly at twice the fundn- 
mental frequency, precautions have to br taken to 
isolate the rf drive properly from the rt,sonant lo~~id, 

An accelerating structure (3ould bf made from a 
chain of rf cavities using geometries determined for 
the single-cavity buncher. RI’ coupling between the 
cavities could bc done OII thth well with slots located 
between 0.6 RC and the drift. tube nose. The structure 
could then be operated as a “harmonic acceleratortfl’ 
with a fundamental mode frequency and a harmonic at 
twice the fundamental, With proper amp1 i tude and ph,isr 
control the rf nccclerating wave could br lineari 74 

over a large range. 
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Fig. 1. Cavity geometry selected for the single- 
cavity double-frequency buncher. (One- 

quarter section of cavity.) 
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Fig. 3. Electric field distribution for a single- 
cavity double-frequency buncher with 
L = 8 cm, RH = 1 cm and gI = 2 cm. 
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Fig. 2. Outer cavity radius, RC, and gz/L as a 
function of gl/L for various L and RD 
combinations. 
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Fig. 4. Double-frequency buncher for PIGMI showing 
tuning vane locations and field distributions 
for the two modes with the vanes simulated by 
cylindrically symmetric perturbations. 


